
From: George Butte [mailto:washingtoncreek@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2017 7:16 PM 
To: Smith, Randy L. (Commissioner) <R.Smith@chelanpud.org>; Arseneault, Garry <Garry.Arseneault@chelanpud.org>; 
Bolz, Dennis <Dennis.Bolz@chelanpud.org>; Congdon, Ann <ann.congdon@chelanpud.org>; McKenna, Steve 
<Steve.McKenna@chelanpud.org>; Hartman, Suzanne <Suzanne.Hartman@chelanpud.org> 
Subject: <External> Responsibility and Liability of Concern - Re: Implementation of [so called] Smart Meters 
 
Chelan County PUD IT Warning: 
Please use caution! This is an external email with links or attachments.  
Forenote: Apologize if this letter is overly verbose and restating known facts or data - although 
doubting most have read or are aware of the Professor Martin Pall's (WSU Biophysics dept.) white 
paper and research, as regards to electro magnetic field propagation and cellular communication 
disruption vis a vis variable gate calcium channels - see below links for further study. 
Be sure to catch the very bottom link and references; with respect to personal liability, as 
regards decisions being made, in consideration of human health, well being, and privacy/security.   
 
As you are surely now fully aware, there exists a growing concerned citizenry whom arduously 
oppose the implementation of the so called 'smart meters' here in Chelan County.  Within the body 
of empirical scientific evidence, there now exists a copious amount of data indicating the adverse 
biological effect on cellular communication, i.e., bio-electric communication within animal, plant, 
and insect (bee) structure. 
 
Outdated industry and FCC standards, which are vastly corrupted by massive conflicting interests, 
that is, 'the fox building and watching the hen-house' cannot be allowed to sway the factual 
evidence that EMF (Electro Magnetic Frequency) waves, in the category of smart meters, wi-fi, and 
cellular (phone) communication, etc.,  have now been shown to create observable, identifiable, and 
reproducible biological cellular degradation. 
 
For an exemplary up to date, comprehensive, and detailed analysis by one of the leading research 
scientists extant - please take the short time to listen to the concise youtube presentation below:  Dr. 
Martin Pall, Professor Emeritus at WSU in the Molecular Bio-science dept.    
 
An exemplary overview on the harmful effects of pulsed non ionizing radiation [that is, non heat 
signature from microwave radiation], which is endemic in our wireless communication devices, 
such as wi-fi, cell phone towers/transmitters/phones, and most apropos to the concerns of today, the 
smart meters.   
 
Definitive analysis with outstanding series studies, throughout the world are presented by Dr. Pall. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOhbKSe1ecQ 
How wireless technology harms people and nature 
 
For further consideration and study; an overview white paper by Dr. Pall on the subject of 
"electromagnetic fields act via activation of voltage gated calcium channels to produce beneficial or 
adverse effects." 
www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3780531/ 
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3DSOhbKSe1ecQ&d=DwMFaQ&c=UFACIOAgGpMNe7glHTyWnkdnGv-MOCky1SEhaWd2_pQ&r=I_dSW9KnV-C4sxOTw4fUaS26YSoJ632bknp4odjKB0U&m=sFzJwH2wiriGGqpu_JQeRavvbftZrjKRbEWwisX1WuQ&s=v0ETlAUAifjXu4YGuxlKHwgckwiV5ty2mOCSV9Aom_I&e=
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
 
In addition, the group "Take Back Your Power" is an excellent detailed presentation, which most of 
the commissioners have surely viewed thus far, no? 
https://takebackyourpower.net/health-risks-associated-with-smart-meter-wireless-emmisssions/ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Thank you for your time to review and comprehend this most urgent and extremely prescient body 
of information - as to be proactive, rather than reactive to the consequences, seems most prudent.   
With regard to RF/EMF  (radio frequency/electro magnetic frequencies), this current generation, 
will be looked upon in a similar vein to the thalidomide babies of the fifties, the fluoridated 
children of the sixties, and subsequent generations whom have untold effect from industry run 
amok, absent the compassion and love for future generations.  A snake eating its tail, , , which [we] 
do not want to further or replicate, , , (correct me if an erroneous assumption)? 
 
Sincerely, 
George Maki 
 
Subnote:  
Earlier this spring, when meeting with the PUD commissioners at y[our] monthly meeting, I was 
the fellow whom spoke last, and introduced myself from the perspective of a previous career within 
engineering configuration management at Boeing. 
Safety of flight items, whereby life is at risk due to operational concerns, can yield disastrous 
results - with far reaching implications and additional liability for those whom did not exercised 
prudent judgement with respect to known data. 
It is my opinion, based upon copious amounts of research and study, that we are facing a 'safety of 
flight' concern of magnum proportions, here in Chelan County; with respect to these devices being 
allowed into the homes, businesses, and general environment which we all occupy.   
When [we] assume full responsibility for [our] decision this coming to week - to either continuing 
the implementation, or wisely reject and demand complete abrogation of the current policy, it might 
behoove us to remember the below video, as an example of technical decision making gone 
egregiously wrong, and the effect on human life; which in this case was a result of human error and 
conscious decisions to disregard known safety data and procedures.   
Weights and load balances in this example, resulting in catastrophic flight dynamics, killing all on 
board the aircraft.   
Perhaps the analogy is seemingly inordinate, and a dramatic overstatement - perhaps not, as this 
country is rife with examples of human health and life, taking a back seat to expediency and or 
ulterior motivations that place everyone's lives in harms way; yet not revealed or disclosed fully 
prior to the damage being done, {and the law suits ensuing}.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lksDISvCmNI 
 
For further consideration - highly recommend each commissioner understand what is being 
presented herein (below link), with respect to personal liability for decision making policy - see 
Seattle and State of Hawaii for examples therein. 
https://inpowermovement.com/ 
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